Wisconsin Conservation Congress
Deer and Elk Advisory Committee
MEETING MINUTES
ORDER OF BUSINESS
I.

9-11-2021

8:30 AM

Virtual

ORGANIZATIONAL MATTERS
A.

CALL TO ORDER

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER BY

Alan Horvath at 8:30

B.Roll Call
ATTENDEES

EXCUSED

Alan Horvath, Eric Wojchik, Mike Riggle, Duane Beyer, Dale Ebert, Mark Noll, Stan Brownell, Larry Gohlke,
Doug Seidl, David Breunig, Tony Grabski, Charlie Brown, Ken Risley, Rob Bohmann, Joe Stuchiak, Dave
West, Noah Wishau, Larry Bonde, Thomas Ryden, Kevin Smaby. From DNR: Jeff Pritzl, Scott Bowe, Dan
Storm, Kari Lee-Zimmermann
Marlin Laidlaw, Wright Allen, Mike Burkart, Andy Geiger, Robert Lombard, James Morning, Doug Williams,
Kieran Kramer, Rick Olson, Lars Loberg

UNEXCUSED

Resolution Authors: Matt Schultz, Mike Foy, Tom Hauge, Al Peterson

GUESTS

C. AGENDA APPROVAL/REPAIR
DISCUSSION

No repair made.

ACTION

Horvath/Riggle motion to approve agenda as sent out. Passed unanimously.

D. REVIEW COMMITTEE MISSION STATEMENT
DISCUSSION

Read by Chair Al Horvath

ACTION

Chair declared mission statement accepted.

E.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

DISCUSSION
ACTION

II.

None

INFORMATION & ACTION ITEMS
See the actual resolution that I am attaching with these minutes. The number
shown under discussion is the agenda item number.
A.
1 . Create an antler point restriction for whitetail bucks
harvested in the Northern Forest Deer Management Zone (3
resolutions combined) (RES:510121, 020121, 680321) Motion to
advance Failed
1

MATT SCHULTZ

DISCUSSION

ACTION

Matt Schultz from Ashland County spoke at length about antler point restrictions (APR). He stated that hunters
would like a more positive experience that APR could provide. Antlerless harvest would need to increase. He
wasn’t calling for youth being exempt. He didn’t think a buck lottery would be accepted as well. He agreed that
CWD was not being taken into consideration. Matt explained that even with few hunters, food plots, and a
thousand acres to hunt he wasn’t able to keep a mature buck on his properties. Jeff Pritzl was asked to
comment but hoped he could comment after the congress members had a chance to comment so he wouldn’t
sway discussion. Committee comments included a need to get rid of group bagging, CWD management,
mistake kills, replacing yearling buck harvest with doe harvest. The Pennsylvania experience was used as a
model. In PA hunters were allow to shoot does instead of young bucks. This option isn’t available in Northern
Wisconsin. Jeff explained that buck harvest rate in northern Wisconsin is already lower than what was
accomplished in PA. Without a lot of antlerless permits hunters would likely not be satisfied. Chair indicated
PA doesn’t have the problem with weather that we have, have a one buck limit compared to our 2-buck limit,
does not have the amount of predation, and does not allow baiting. A head Wildlife Manager from PA said with
those considerations, WI most likely would not see the success PA did. PA also had to go to a 3 point and 4
point per side minimum, not counting brow tines to achieve their success rates of converting yearling buck
harvest to an increased 2.5 year old harvests.
After this motion failed a second motion was made to have a vote on allowing APR in just their county and
have youth hunters included. Two additional attachments are included with these minutes.
Riggle/Bonde motion to advance. Vote 5-14 – failed. Bohmann/Beyer motion to advance. Vote 9-11-failed.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

2. Antler point restriction trial in Florence County (RES:190121)
Advanced

NONE

DISCUSSION

This resolution was vague which the committee liked. After a motion to reject failed a second motion to
advance was made and passed. Committee members liked giving hunters a chance to vote on this for just
their county instead of statewide. They wanted very little information on how it might be enacted. APR’s
requests are increasing and the Committee thought the idea should get a review by the District Leadership
Committee.

ACTION

Horvath/Ryden to reject. Vote 6-13 – failed to reject. Grabski/Bohmann motion to advance. Passed.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

3. Reconsider a pilot study of the CWD Payment for Positives reward
program for 2022 (RES: 570621) Advanced

TOM HAUGE AND MIKE FOY

Tom Hauge (author) provided the committee with a background document and provided a short presentation.
Tom presented information on high prevalence levels in SW Sauk County and indicated that Wisconsin does
not have a program to reduce CWD prevalence. He was assisted in his presentation to the committee by Mike
Foy. Tom shared information on targeted removal from other states showing that the yield of CWD+ deer
could be doubled or tripled and indicated that providing incentives to landowners and hunters is comparable to
providing financial incentives as is done in the federal Farm Bill. The CWD Payment for Positives pilot
proposal components include: 1) offering compelling rewards to landowners and hunters for every CWD+ deer
removed, 2) participation is completely voluntary, 3) No special regulations, 4) certifying harvest location by
affidavit to prevent fraud, and 5) using probability maps to guide landowner and hunter efforts. Tom indicated
he submitted the resolution to restart the process and he was asking for the committee’s help in conducting a
pilot to test the concept.

DISCUSSION

There was a lot of discussion about funding sources and the difficulty of getting legislative approval. Members
reminded the committee that this resolution is only seeking public feedback on the concept of a pilot that could
test its feasibility. Some committee members felt that the public concerns about CWD didn’t warrant this
program. Others felt greater use of food pantry programs should be done. This resolution would not force
anyone to shoot more deer but would reward those willing to shoot antlerless deer and have their deer tested.
Areas of the state now have up to 50% of tested bucks being positive for CWD and 40% of antlerless testing
positive. The resolution calls for only having a pilot program for the 4-day antlerless hunt or for the 9-day
holiday hunt. Counties without a holiday hunt would still have hunters and landowners qualifying due to the
archery harvest or special CWD landowner permits. Targeted removal of deer does work to prevent the spread
and or prevalence of CWD. This trial would show what kind of results could be obtained and might be
beneficial in new outbreak areas. Whatever reward is used, must be compelling to work. The goals would be
to find out if incentives would increase the harvest, to reduce the 50% and 40% prevalence rates, and be used
as a tool in hotspots. Mark Noll commented we are guessing about results until a pilot program can be given a
chance to show what could be achieved. WDNR Big Game Ecologist Jeff Pritzl and WDNR Researcher Dan
Storm were asked for comments and indicated any increase in harvest rates reduces the amount of time cwd
positive deer are on the landscape. Due to computer problems, Committee Secretary Larry Gohlke was
unable to enter his vote in favor of count. An attachment is included with these minutes.

ACTION

Riggle/Smaby to advance. Vote 10-9 - advanced

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

4. Re‐establish in‐person deer registration stations, back tags, and tagging
procedures (RES: 720321) Advanced
DISCUSSION

ACTION

AL PETERSON

Al Peterson discussed his resolution at length. Some committee members focused on how these changes would
work. Other committee members were more interested in how the public feels about going back to in person
registration, wearing back tags, placing tags on deer after harvest, and displaying portions of the deer when
transporting them. Having this vote might put this issue to rest.
Bohmann/Brown motion to reject. Vote 9-9 – failed to reject. Gohlke/Smaby motion to advance. Vote 10-8 –
advanced.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

5. Antlerless option included with archery license (RES:660621) Rejected

NONE

DISCUSSION

This option would make setting quotas more difficult for CDACs, particularly in the Northern counties where
deer populations are still limiting antlerless harvest. Youth, tribal, and misc. antlerless harvests can exceed
the CDAC quotas, and this proposed antlerless harvest addition would be problematic to a number of county
antlerless harvest numbers.

ACTION

Riggle/Stuchiak motion to reject. Motion to reject Passed unanimously- reject.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

NONE

6. Deer antlerless permits (RES:570221) Rejected
DISCUSSION

Few hunters would benefit from this change compared to the extra trouble it would cause. This failed in 2016
as a DNR advisory question. The small number of counties where this would be needed would add complexity
and confusion to the process, and further fragment hunting processes.

ACTION

Horvath/Noll to reject. Passed to reject.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

7. Deer management tool – Replace either sex tag for CWD positive deer
( RES:530221) Advanced
DISCUSSION
ACTION

Initially this resolution was going to be rejected. Discussion about it being a FREE payment for positives
caused the vote to advance pass. In fighting CWD more pressure on the buck herd is a positive. Some
hunters might prefer an additional buck tag instead of cash.
Bohmann/Grabski motion to reject. Vote 7-10-failed to reject. Wishau/Smaby motion to advance. Vote 11-7 –
advanced.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

8. Extend the 9‐day gun deer registration deadline (RES:690121)
Advanced
DISCUSSION

NONE

This would make the time for registration similar to what it was during in person registration.
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NONE

Beyer/Riggle motion to advance. Passed unanimously.

ACTION

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

NONE

9. Forest‐Farmland boundary change (Res:720921) Rejected
DISCUSSION
ACTION

After motion to advance was made discussion included the process that is now going on to make some
changes that were proposed during the correct time frame.. This change can be considered with the next
review. The description uses many “legs” of state, county, and local roads.
Horvath/Brown to advance. Motion unanimously failed to advance. Horvath/Wishau to reject. Passed
unanimously.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

NONE

10. Legitimacy of shining for deer and proposal for banning shining
(RES:600221) Rejected
DISCUSSION

Resolutions 10 and 11 were quite similar so motion was made to combine. Arguments on below resolution
510321 apply to this resolution too.

ACTION

Grabski/Horvath motion to combine 10 and 11. Motion passed unanimously.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

NONE

11. Reduce poaching by banning shining (RES:510321) Rejected
DISCUSSION

Counties have the ability to limit deer shining. It has worked in other counties and should be tried in these
counties instead of going to a state rule. There are already laws preventing the use or possession of a
weapon (gun or bow) while using a light or headlights. You can’t use or possess a light or headlights between
10 pm and 7 am from Sept 15th to Dec. 31. Can’t hunt from a roadway, or within 50’ of a center line or shoot
within 100 yards of a building.

ACTION

Noll/Bonde to reject. Motion passed to reject.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

12.Urban archery antlerless tag deer uniformity (RES:370221) Rejected

NONE

DISCUSSION

This situation should be addressed with the CDAC if more public land permits are needed. There is no metro
zone in the county. Permits are issued on private and public property, so if there are not sufficient public
property, issuing more tags is not practical. Using DMAP in the county may be the best solution.

ACTION

Gohlke/Riegell to reject. Motion to reject passed unanimously.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

13. YOUTH STATEWIDE ANTLERLESS PERMITS (RES:570121) ADVANCED
DISCUSSION

This was how the permits had originally been proposed and used. Why not allow this?

ACTION

Riggle/Bohmann to advance. Passed unanimously.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

NONE

DEADLINE

B. Reallocate funding to establish a statewide dumpster
program, by eliminating free antlerless tags to provide for
that funding Advanced

ROB BOHMANN

DISCUSSION

Rob Bohmann proposed that a resolution be written to charge for antlerless tags with the proceeds being used
for CWD research and CWD dumpsters statewide.
Many of those funds from antlerless tag sales are used for LTE’s, dumpster programs. The extra costs may
be perceived as negatives, and others said the overall antlerless kill may be reduced when people need to
shoot more antlerless in many areas. Could offer an advisory question to offer: Free antlerless tags, $5.00
tags, or $10.00 tags, to determine if people would support eliminating free tags, and charging $10.00 for tags
rather than the current $12.00.

ACTION

Bonde/Smaby to advance. Passed unanimously.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

C. Provide for Universal antlerless tags for use in any
Farmland Area

MIKE RIGGLE

DISCUSSION

Committee members came up with many possible disadvantages to what seemed like a simple fix for hunters
that hunted in multiple units. Issuing three tags, 2 public and 1 private was suggested. Another suggestion
was to get rid of the public/private tags . Dan Storm commented that tag fill success rates were: 0-1 tag
produces a large increase in harvest, 1-2 tags produces an increase, 2-3 tags produces a smaller increase,
and 3-4 tags produces no significant increase in harvest.

ACTION

No action.

PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE

DEADLINE

II

Part D
1.
Department Information and Updates.
Jeff Pritzl gave updates on Wildlife and OAS Programs.
In the North there are 330 elk with 80 calves still alive. The 330 is up from 300 last year.
In the Central Elk herd there are 115 elk compared to 100 last year with 25 calves still alive.
The elk quota last year was 10 and this year it will be 8. Last year the tribes did not participate in filling their 5 tags
but they plan to fill their 4 tags this year.
A hunt in Jackson County is still 2-3 years away.
The Elk Plan is being amended after going to the Natural Resources Board twice.
Deer – Bob Nack is moving to a position with R3 in the DNR. Bow season is a week away. No major rule changes.
Similar CWD sampling opportunities.
Dan Storm reported on SW Project. Dan mentioned the new CWD skin test (RT QuIC)
2. No Forestry update.
3. Scott Bowe gave a Law Enforcement update. Scott said the 2020 class of new hires was at 14. The 2021
class included 15 wardens and 2-3 investigators. Coverage of rec property has gone very well this year.
The September 1 baiting and feeding ban map will be updated about October 1 to include Outagamie and
Calumet Counties.
4.

Continued: Dan Storm gave an update on composting trial. The first trial was a failure as it didn’t actually
compost. Second trial will be completed near the end of the year.
A new project award from USDA will test landfill leach age for DNR prions.

E.

Future committee meetings. There are plans to bring people present information which will increase our
knowledge and understanding of wildlife management techniques and insure we are adept with our metric
information utilization. Present new information, update research projects, and allow time to explore areas
where the Committee should be presenting ideas for beneficial change that represents our constituents
interests.
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II.

MEMBERS MATTERS

DISCUSSION

Kenneth Risley would like more tools for Green County. An earlier gun season would be a suggestion.
None.

ACTION

D. ADJOURNMENT
MEETING ADJOURNED

1:50 Samby/Breunig motion to adjourn passed unanimously without quorum.

SUBMITTED BY

Larry Gohlke, Secretary

DATE

September 11, 2021

